Fifth Amendment Debated; Mayers Proposes Revision

"The privilege of invoking the Fifth Amendment has been a protection to the innocent, but has been a tangle to the guilty. It is a serious obstruction in bringing guilty persons to justice," stated by Acting President's statement.

"The controversy over President Bygg G. Gallagher's decision to continue suspension of the editors of the Campus newspaper has been discussed by the editors and the President. In his April 16th, President Gallagher, in rejecting the editors' appeal of Dean Daniel F. Brophy's (Student Life) decision, cited the "April Fool's" issue of "The Campus" as displaying "not merely isolated instances but a pervasive pattern of obscenity, lasciviousness, pornography and indecency as well as lack of adherence to the Code of Student Publications." Doctor Gallagher felt that his decision was justified by the fact that the editors had not cooperated in the investigation of the case.

ICB Motion Ruled Out By Council President

The semestral controversy between Student Council and Inter-Club Board flare uped with renewed heat at the Council's regular meeting, Friday evening. The spark that ignited the renewed motion was a motion in the ICB minutes which stated: "Inter-Club Board shall express its opposition to the 'Elliis Amendment' and use all its means at its disposal to defeat the said referendum. The 'Elliis Amendment' which has been placed on the agenda at the forthcoming School-wide elections last two days and was culminated with the upholding of the President's ruling by a vote of 15-10-2.

"After the vote Mann reminded the Council that the Board itself could not campaign against the amendment, individuals and clubs might."

"Steve Mann, president of Student Council moderated the debate."

Sensation of Five Editors Ignites Violent Reaction

By Morton Horwitz
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Sigma Alpha to Sell Flowers; Semi-Annual Event Tomorrow

The semi-annual Flower Sale, sponsored by Sigma Alpha, is slated for tomorrow in the lobby outside of Pauline Edwards Theatre. The sale will go on throughout the day.

"The flowers will cost 10c each with the proceeds being used for such projects as the micro-filming of past copies of "The Tickler," the purchasing of coffee urns for use by organizations and the purchase of typewriters outside 921.

Theatraon Shows:

"Salesman" Opens Friday in PET

Ithkin and Happy by Larry Greely

The Theatre talk, which was given for the purpose of publicizing and promoting this term's production, took place Thursday in Pauline Edwards Theatre.
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School Playing Host To Italian Educators

A delegation of three Italian educators started a study tour of the United States on February 15. Among the visitors were Dr. Arduino Moschini, professor of Italian at the University of Rome, Dr. Euteme Checchi, professor of Latin, and Dr. Fulvio Mantovani, professor of politics at the University of Rome. The educators will meet with educators, interested citizens, and members of the Baruch School faculty to exchange ideas on teaching methods, educational policies, and current trends in Italian and American education. The educational exchange is part of the Messeck Lines' commitment to international cooperation in the field of education, with the aim of fostering mutual understanding and knowledge sharing between the United States and Italy.
Statement of Five Editors Suspended Until Next Term

The following is the text of a statement by five suspended editors of the City College campus newspaper, "The Ticker." They have been suspended until the end of the current term.

To the students of City College, the press, and those concerned with the problem of press censorship, this statement is made.

The suspension of five editors of the "The Ticker" is the boiling-point of a situation which has been simmering for some time. The suspension was the result of an erratically conducted disciplinary hearing which was filled with procedures so unfair as to be dangerous to the function of a democratic free-press newspaper.

This statement is therefore made
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Eco Debut: Call for Leadership of Union

Thomas E. Donovan, Jr., assistant to the president of Local 29A of Building and Construction Trades, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Romance Arm of the League on April 18. The topic of the meeting will be "The Future of Building and Construction Trades." Donovan will discuss the history and development of Local 29A in the period since its formation in 1945. 

The local marks its 20th anniversary today. It has been the largest labor union in New York City and its leadership in the construction industry has been recognized by many prominent officials.

The meeting will begin at 11 a.m. in the Board Room of the Romance Arm of the League.

FOS

A Freshman Orientation Soirée, featuring the music of the 60's, will be held on April 14 at 7:30 P.M. for students interested in applying to FOS. The event also serves as an opportunity for students to network and get to know other FOS members.

Alpha Delta Sigma Names New Fraternity Members

Professor Edward Mandel and Irving Rosenberg will be inducted as honorary members of Alpha Delta Sigma, the school's national fraternity. The professor and Dr. Rosenberg will be inducted during a special ceremony on March 30.

The undergraduate initiates are Edward Gross, Jerry Kerner, Arthur Kress, Milton Tannen and Albert Weis. The international initiates are James Smith, Robert Green, and Herbert White. The initiates are attending a special orientation at approximately 100 other locations nationwide.

May 22nd, 10 to 10:30 P.M.

Tickets: $2.00

Theatrical Presents

Death of a Salesman

Tickets: $2.00

For Saturday and Sunday performances—April 24th and 25th

EARN MONEY DURING YOUR SUMMER VACATION

ATTENTION STUDENTS, TEACHERS, LIBRARIANS & OTHERS:

WE HAVE A GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO EARN EXTRA CASH DURING THE SUMMER.

WE ARE NO LONGER EMPLOYING WORKERS TO WORK FOR US AS "CASHIER" OR "GATEKEEPER" AT THE TIMES SQUARE TRADE CENTER. WE ARE, HOWEVER, EMPLOYING WORKERS TO WORK AT THE TIMES SQUARE TRADE CENTER ON A TEMPORARY BASIS.

WE ARE SEEKING WORKERS TO WORK AT THE TIMES SQUARE TRADE CENTER ON A TEMPORARY BASIS.

PLEASE CALL US AT 212-585-1234 FOR AN APPOINTMENT TO MEET WITH US.

Lucky Brand TASTE BETTER-
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

For the Very Best in

- ATMOSPHERE

- PRICES

It's the

VARIETY SWEEP BAR

Downtown City's Favorite Lining Place

160 EAST 23RD STREET

"THE NEW LOOK"
Polansky New Hoop Coach; BHE Grants Holman Leave

The long-awaited but not unexpected appointment of Dave Polansky to the position of varsity basketball coach was made Wednesday, shortly after the Board of Higher Education gave final approval to Professor Nat Holman's request for a one-year sabbatical. Polansky, who has served as freshman basketball mentor since 1954, will head the varsity squad only throughout the duration of Holman's leave. The leave is scheduled to last from September 1, 1956, to August 31, 1957.

Dr. Hyman Krakower, chairman of the Hygiene Department, said that "in all likelihood" George Wolfe, coach of the Burch School basketball team, will take over as freshman coach. No successor to Wolfe's position has yet been named.

Commenting on the appointment, Polansky said: "I like to coach, and I'm happy about the assignment. I think I'll enjoy it!"

Polansky is no newcomer to varsity regrets. He assumed the reins of the varsity team back in the '52-'53 and '53-'54 seasons. Professor Holman was being tried for "conduct unbecoming a varsity coach." During that stretch, Polansky's group was twenty thirty-four games, posting records of 10-6 and 10-8, successively.

Polansky has been part of the athletic picture at the College for the past eighteen years. While an undergraduate, from 1938-42, he played three years on the varsity basketball, ran for the track team, and was captain of the intercollegiate squad.

Upon graduation, he served for one season as coach of the track-

Errors Spell Defeat for Lavender; Hofstra's Baseball Team Wins, 4-2

By Lou Pohoryles

Saturday, the City College baseball team committed six errors and suffered for it, losing to Hofstra, 4-2, at Babe Ruth Field. Previously, in the week, the Beavers defeated Manhattan College, 5-2.

The loss to Hofstra brought City's Metropolitan Conference record to 2-1. Hofstra is 3-1.

The big events for the City College nine this week were the two games against Stevens Tech, 7-6, Tuesday, and the intercollegiate encounter, 11-6, Saturday.

Four Games in Five Days; Busy Slate for City Nine

Four games in five days is an overstatement, but there was a busy slate for the City College baseball nine, Tuesday, April 24, 1956.

By dint of their victories in the semi-finals, the Reds' Last Chance will oppose Henderson "58 for the Intramural job when he took over for me upon hearing of the appointment. Last Chance will oppose Henderson "58 for the Intramural job when he took over for me upon hearing of the appointment.

The IMB's softball champion will take over as freshman coach. Grab your partners and have a ball. Baseball season goes along.

Reds Versus Henderson

For IMB's Cage Honors

By dint of their victories in the semi-finals, the Reds' Last Chance will oppose Henderson '58 for the Intramural Board's basketball championship, Thursday, May 3, in Hansen Hall.

Hear Ye!

Hear ye, hear ye!
The 1956 version of the leap year Sadie Hawkins day will use the floor of the Hansen Hall gym, Thursday from 12 to 2.
The event sponsored by the Intramural Board, will feature such outstanding activities as a beauty pageant, a pie-eating contest, a ho-down, a square dance, and favors to all. All males and females are cordially invited to take part. Grab your partners and bring the family.

The Reds' defeated the Territorials, 23-21, while Henderson rolled over the Blue Stars, 45-24, Thursday, in the sixth floor gym.
The IMB's softball championship will be played Thursday, at the East River Drive and 4th street diamond. Hunt 97, which defeated Phi Ep 8-1 and Saxe 10-6, and Saxe 20, which snatched the Jewish Club, 12-1, will battle it out for the title.
The three-man bowling tournament will continue this Friday at the Gramercy Bowling Lanes, Third Avenue and 23 St. Team applications are still available.